Online Open Access Sessions
ECR 2024

Join the livestream or watch the recording at ESR Connect

The European Congress of Radiology – ECR 2024 is proud to feature a number of sessions showcasing the work and results of European collaborative projects as well as ESR and EIBIR initiatives. These sessions are open access and can be watched live and on demand also by interested audience who are not participants of ECR 2024. Instructions on how to join can be found at the end of the document.

EuroSafe Imaging Session
EU 4 - SAMIRA: a European Commission initiative to strengthen quality and safety in imaging
(The following projects will hold a presentation: EU-REST, MARLIN, SIMPLERAD, EURAMED rocc-n-roll, plus insight from the European Commission on upcoming funding opportunities)
February 28, 13:00 – 14:30 CET

Opening Ceremony
OC - S.H.O.C.K.
February 28, 17:45 – 19:00 CET

EIBIR Session
Artificial intelligence (AI) for health imaging: pioneering cancer image repositories for diagnosis and analysis
(The following projects will hold a presentation: CHAIMELEON, EuCanImage, INCISIVE, ProCancer-I and EUCAIM)
February 29, 08:00 – 09:00 CET

Session recommended by EuroSafe Imaging
PC 8 - EU-JUST-CT – European co-ordinated action on improving justification of computed tomography, an ESR lead project on behalf of the European Commission: project outcomes and implications
February 29, 09:30 - 11:00 CET

EIBIR Session
Implementing lung cancer screening programmes in Europe (SOLACE Project)
February 29, 14:00 – 15:30 CET

EIBIR Session
Innovative tools for comprehensive risk assessment in radiology: insights from the SINFONIA project
March 1, 09:30 – 11:00 CET

EIBIR Session
From pixels to probes: unveiling the potential of integrated photonics in medical imaging
March 1, 12:30 – 13:30 CET

Studio Session
ST 17 - EuroSafe Imaging: celebrating 10 years of success in radiation protection
March 2, 12:45 – 13:30 CET

Studio Session
ST 18 - Funding the Future: A Dialogue with EIBIR’s Scientific Director on Navigating EU Research Opportunities
March 2, 14:00 – 14:30 CET
Studio Session
**ST 19 - Unveiling the Future: The Impact of EUCAIM's First Platform Release on AI in Cancer Research**
March 2, 15:00 – 15:30 CET

Studio Session
**ST 20 - SOLACE Insight: Strengthening Lung Cancer Screening Across Europe**
March 2, 16:00 – 16:30 CET

EIBIR Session
**EUCAIM at the forefront: innovating radiology with Europe’s cancer image infrastructure for artificial intelligence (AI)**
March 2, 16:00 – 17:30 CET

EIBIR Session
**Artificial intelligence (AI), real impact: redefining clinical decision making based on medical images**
(The following projects will hold a presentation: RadioVal, ODELIA and AI-POD, along with upcoming funding opportunities and EIBIR activities.)
March 3, 11:30 – 12:30 CET

How to attend the sessions online for free?

All of the above listed sessions are open access. Please follow the instructions below:

1. Visit the session page on **ESR Connect** and select the session you would like to attend.

2. Click on "Login" in the upper right corner and enter your ESR MyUserArea credentials or create a new ESR account for free (after you have created your account please visit the session page once again).

3. The session is now saved in your user menu under 'My Courses,' which can be accessed via your user icon in the upper right corner.

4. When the session starts, log into your account and visit the session page, where the livestream will start automatically.